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Theoroetical he could be a subdeacon in this country, and be a cardinal in

the church of Rome, in fact, in the middle ages we ha e many men who were

subdeacons in different parts of Europe who happened to the son of a King

or some prominent position and the pope delighted to honor him so he made

the man a cardinal, but they were very far fm having any influnect intheir

own area, in other words We looked tthe papacy and the franks

the last time , the very vatal development which the Franks, the Frankisn

kings got advantage from the re'ation to the papacy and the papxy got ad

vantage from them. And it helped to establinsed the papacy in the position

it could never have other wise. Now we go on to the ninth century number IX

800-900. We are going to run rahter briefly t{g'/ tbrought this century thou*

it was just as long as 14 any otner century. There were many poeple who

lived in it and many who had things happen in their lives and thewere in

teresting evets, which accured, from the view point of church historr it is

not important as some of the other centuryes, there wire not as many things

that occured, in importance to us today, there were a few and we #nat to look

at those few outstanding ones. So I am going to make A s1mpy a general view

of the century and for the general view of the centjry , as to the polk

itical situatuon , you sitli have the empireein the eszat , but the empiree

in the east has recgoniazed the western empire, they have recognized as nothing

new , they have recognized they have an eatern and westen emperor. The

power was made slight in the west for a long 4 time but it did not harm to

recognized this fact. Our interest in this course is more, yes with these

two to quite an extent though not specifically with the individual rulers to

any grdat extent,in this cnetures in the rap.& way we are going to look at

it. Now for the west our ) intereest is natually greater because it is nearer

tous and in the west Charlegmane who had establised the holy Roman empire

was succeeded by his sria , whose name I am not gothng to make you rmember be

cause ha is npt a figure of on-fifth the importance as Charlemagne, though

he succeeded him and was probably more important historically than most

historians recognize. He renged for about 40 years ans emperor.
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